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For any tournament T on n vertices, let h(T) denote the maximum number of 
edges in the intersection of T with a transitive tournament on the same vertex set. 
Sharpening a previous result of Spencer, it is proved that, if T,, denotes the random 
tournament on n vertices, then, P(h(T,) < f(i) + 1.73n3”)+ 1 as n -+ a~. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A tournament T on a set V is a digraph such that for all x, y in V, x # y, 
either (x,~) E T or (v, x) E T but not both. Let V= [n] = { 1, 2 ,..., n}. A 
ranking of the vertices in V given by a permutation cr induces a transitive 
tournament P, defined by (x, y) E P, iff a(x) < a(y). Given T, the problem 
of finding P that maximizes the cardinality IPn Tl of the set of arcs 
common to P and T was raised by Erdos and Moon who called Pn T a 
consistent set of arcs. For any T we define 
h(T)=max]P,n T/, 
0 
the maximum cardinality of a consistent set of arcs in T. We define also 
f(n)=m+inmpax]PnT], 
where the min is taken over all tournaments on [n]. Erdos and Moon [2] 
showed (see also Erdos and Spencer [3]), 
1 n 
y 2 <fw* ; 
! 1 i: i 
+ cn3”(ln n)“‘, 
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and Spencer [4, 5) proved, 
1 n 
y 2 
i 1 
+v 3~2G(11)9;(;) + c2n3’2. 
Concerning the upper bound forf(n), Spencer proved in fact that, if T, is 
a random tournament on n vertices, that is to say, a random variable 
achieving with equal probabilities any of the 2’;’ distinct labelled tour- 
naments on n vertices, then, 
P (h(T& (;) +c,+ 1 as n+oo. 
Spencer’s proof of this assertion is quite lengthy. We shall give here a 
short proof which gives a much smaller value of the constant c2 which is 
equal to 4000 in the work of Spencer. For definiteness we state our 
improvement as a theorem. 
THEOREM. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We shall require the following upper bound for the tail of the binomial 
distribution with parameters n and p = i. If 1 > 0, then, 
2-” x 
n 
i 1 
k < e-w211=n. 
(1) 
k>(n/2)(1+1) 
This inequality is easily deduced from the well-known inequality of Chernoff 
111, 
m--1 < exp[(m - k) log(mq/(m - k)) + k log(mp/k)], 
where p + q = 1 and the sum is either over t such that t > k or over t < k 
provided that k > pm or k <pm. 
We consider first the case where n is a power of 2. Thus, let n = 2” and 
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let P = P, be some transitive tournament on [n]. P admits the following edge 
decomposition into bipartite digraphs, 
where 
and 
P= fi B,, 
k=l 
Bk= U Bk,i, 
i=O 
Bk,i = {(x,y) : 2in - 2-k + 1 < a(x) < (2i + 1) n . 2pk, 
X (2i + 1) n . 2-k + 1 < o(y) < (2i + 2) n . 2-k}. 
(The Bk,i)s are complete bipartite graphs). Since the B,‘s are disjoint we 
have, 
and 
where .9k denotes the set of distinct possible B,‘s when P varies. This last 
inequality is the key step in the proof. We take independently the maximas 
for each term in the right-hand side sum, which of course keeps us on the 
conservative side. 
To choose a B, is tantamount to choosing 2”-’ ordered pairs of subsets of 
equal sizes which all together partition [n]. Hence the number of possible 
choices for B, is 
Nk=I..%kl= l ~ # {ordered partitions of [n] into 2k equal classes }. 
(2y! 
It will be sufficient for our needs to use the crude bound Nk < 2k”. NOW let 
us consider a random T = T,,. For each given B, the random variable 
lB,n T,,j has a binomial distribution with parameters, 
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and p = $. Setting h, = ;n,( 1 + A,), we have by (I), 
IP(IB,n T,l 2 hk) < ccl/*)+k < 2P(l+*&)n, \ (3) 
if we choose A, = (1 + E) . (k In 2/n)‘/’ . 2rik/‘. Now setting Mk = 
max /B, n T, 1 we have 
P 
P(M,>h,)<iV,. IP(IB,nT,I~h,)~2-Zk”“, 
by (3) and our upper bound for Nk and, for suffkiently large n, 
2 Mk>/ -f! h, < =f P(Mk>hk)<21-*&“, 
k=l ktl k=l 
which implies with (2), 
P h(T,) < f’ 
l 
h, =0(l). 
k=l 
By immediate calculations we obtain, 
+ (1 + E) Cn3’2, 
(4) 
(5) 
where 
C= ; fl f dm = 1.72.... 
k=l 
The theorem, for n restricted to powers of 2, follows then from (4) and (5) 
by choosing a small enough F. For the case where n is not equal to a power 
of 2, we use the same decomposition, except for the fact that we can no 
longer get equal classes for each fixed k. We can obviously, however, get 
nearly equal classes, with sizes each equal either to [H~-~J or to [n2-“1. 
Then, for the number nk of edges of B, we can use the lower bound, 
which gives, for 2k Q (&n/2(1 + E)~); 
e -,l/2)n;rtn, < 2-k(l+&)n \ > 
in place of (3), whereas our upper bound for Nk is still valid. For the 
remaining values of k we can use the trivial bound lB, n TJ < lBkl. m 
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